SWEET DELIVERIES

W

hether it’s your child in college, your friend, or your grandchild across
the country, there is no better way to celebrate that special day of the
year than to send a cake from someone who cares. Now, you will always
have a simple and wonderful way to remember them on that important day of the
year or any day of the year. These two great bakeries will deliver decadent cake
fully decorated in perfect condition across the country any time of the year.

1. Bake Me A Wish!
Their gourmet cakes
are baked with the freshest
ingredients by their award
winning New York City bakery.
Each cake is adorned with a
decorative chocolate plaque
imported from Belgium and
includes a greeting card. They
have ﬁfteen ﬂavors and can
easily feed six or eight people.
Our favorite is the Double
Fudge Crunch Cake made of
moist & fudgy 7-inch brownie
cake topped with chocolate
chip–cinnamon–oat streusel
and ribbons of dark chocolate
glaze. It also available in a
4-inch cake just the right size
for one.
5% of your order will
be used to assist our effort
in sending gourmet occasion
cakes to soldier’s overseas. If
you have a soldier’s birthday
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approaching, Bake Me A Wish!
will deliver a gourmet bithday
cake to a soldier serving
overseas, in the name of your
recipient, with each purchase
of The Freedom Cake. The
Freedom Cake features twolayers of yellow cake ﬁlled with
silky vanilla whipped cream
mousse, covered with luscious
buttercream,
garnished
with white chocolate, more
mousse and red, white & blue
sprinkles. Each cake can be
shipped domestically in the
US and will feature a special
“Best Wishes” card informing
the recipient that a cake has
been sent to a soldier in their
name, alongside an imprint
of the American Flag. Send
a cake and make someone’s
wish come true! Visit WWW.
BAKEMEAWISH.COM
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